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Machine translation is di�erent from written translation. How to improve the performance of machine translation has been a
research hotspot in current research onmachine translation. In this paper, based on the semantic analysis and research of Japanese
passive, a joint optimization algorithm of scheduling has been proposed, and the machine translation of Japanese passive has been
studied. At present, machine translation is more and more widely used. Machine translation has solved many vocabulary
problems, and it can complete a large amount of translation work and save a lot of manual translation time. While improving the
translation speed, in the process of Japanese passive translation, it is also found that direct machine translation shows many
shortcomings, and the quality of passive translation is not particularly ideal, exposing the basic problems of machine translation,
such as semantic errors, syntactic errors, unclear and rigid expressions, and messy structures. In response to the problems above,
this paper has improved the machine translation model for scheduling joint optimization algorithms. �e paper has proposed
several optimization algorithms and used resource awareness and computing power scheduling algorithms to conduct exper-
imental analysis of translation performance. Finally, it is found that, among the two scheduling optimization algorithms, the
resource-aware scheduling algorithm has better performance. With the same data, the resource-aware scheduling algorithm has
saved 15.5% of the time compared with the computing power scheduling algorithm, and the accuracy of Japanese passive
translation was 6%, 5%, and 21% higher than the computing power scheduling algorithm under di�erent data volumes. Not only
has the time taken been shortened, but the translation accuracy has also been improved.

1. Introduction

At present, machine translation is usedmore andmore times
in translation work, and it has even become the basic
processing method for many translators or those who need
to translate materials. Aiming at the problems exposed by
Japanese passive dynamics in the process of machine
translation, this paper has proposed a statistical machine
translation model, constructed a parallel corpus, and then
proposed a joint scheduling optimization algorithm to
optimize the internal system of machine translation and
improve its translation accuracy. �e channel model,
scheduling model, interference model, and service �ow
model have been analyzed. Column generation algorithm
and maximal clique algorithm, system computing power
scheduling algorithm, and resource-aware scheduling

algorithm have been proposed to optimize machine trans-
lation, and the performance of machine translation has been
experimentally tested according to the proposed algorithm
model. Experimental results have shown that the resource-
aware scheduling algorithm is more e�cient in allocating
resources within the system. Compared with the computing
power scheduling algorithm, in the case of 6G data volume,
the translation e�ciency of the resource-aware scheduling
algorithm was 15.5% higher, and the translation accuracy for
passive was 21% higher. Using the column generation al-
gorithm and the maximal clique algorithm to make an
experimental analysis on the optimization problem of
Japanese passive in the statistical machine model, it is found
that the operation time of the maximal clique optimization
algorithmwas all less than 1, which is much smaller than that
of the column generation algorithm. �e role of scheduling
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joint optimization algorithm in network maintenance and
operation optimization is becoming more and more obvi-
ous, and its optimization role has been applied to various
fields. Cai et al. studied a new type of UAV safety com-
munication system. Two drones were used in the system.
Among them, one drone communicated with multiple users
on the ground via orthogonal time division multiple access,
while another drone in the area intercepted eavesdroppers
on the ground to protect the communications of the desired
users. )ey developed a new joint optimization algorithm to
deal with the transformed problem. To further improve the
secrecy rate performance, they also extended the proposed
algorithm to the case of multi-UAV jamming. )e simu-
lation results showed that the performance of the proposed
joint optimization algorithm is significantly better than the
traditional algorithm [1]. In order to formulate production
scheduling plans and preventive maintenance plans, Fei and
Huimin studied the joint optimization problem of these two
plans in the intermittent discrete re-entry machining en-
vironment. Batch processors can process multiple jobs at the
same time, whereas discrete processors can only deal with
jobs one after the other, with many re-entrant processes. By
measuring the information and adjusting the level of in-
dividual variation, the scope of the search space has been
effectively narrowed [2]. Zhao andMili found that industrial
CR networks were planned to operate in a wide spectrum,
and they had high energy consumption due to frequency
switching, while other wireless technologies did not have this
problem. A striking feature of this switching cost was that it
depended on the width between the two frequency bands.
Considering the different energy consumption generated
when CR devices switch to different frequency bands, the
joint frequency allocation and scheduling problem of
multihop industrial CR networks with a single transceiver
has been established. )erefore, a polynomial time heuristic
algorithm has been proposed to solve the energy con-
sumption problem caused by channel switching. Simulation
results showed that the performance of our heuristic algo-
rithm was very close to the results of CPLEX optimization
software implementing integer linear programming [3]. Al-
Abbasi and Aggarwal considered a representative system
architecture of a Content Delivery Network (CDN), given
multiple parallel streams/links between each server and edge
routers. )ey determined, for each client request, a subset of
servers to stream video, and one parallel stream from each
selected server. To achieve this scheduling, a two-phase
probabilistic scheduling has been proposed. On top of using
playback time, an optimization problem has been formu-
lated to jointly optimize all requested convex combinations
of average pause duration and average video quality. Among
them, two-stage probabilistic scheduling, video quality se-
lection, bandwidth partitioning between parallel streams,
and auxiliary bound parameters can be selected. )is
nonconvex problem has been solved using an efficient it-
erative algorithm. Experimental results have showed a sig-
nificant improvement in QoEmetrics for cloud-based videos
compared to the considered baselines [4].

With the continuous development of internationaliza-
tion, language communication is particularly important, and

there are more and more translations between different
languages. Song said that there were still many shortcomings
in the Chinese-Japanese machine translation method, the
corpus information processing was not deep enough, and
the translation process lacked rich language knowledge
support. In particular, the recognition accuracy of Japanese
characters was not high. Based on machine learning tech-
nology, combined with image feature retrieval technology, a
Japanese character recognition model was constructed,
which was used as the object of algorithm recognition. Image
features were extended by generating a brightness en-
hancement function using a bilateral grid [5]. In order to
solve the problems of small scale, slow speed, and incom-
plete field of traditional parallel corpus machine translation,
Zheng and Zhu constructed a Japanese translation teaching
corpus based on a bilingual nonparallel data model and used
this corpus to train a Japanese translation teaching machine
translation model to obtain more accurate information good
auxiliary effect. In the construction process, for nonparallel
corpora, they used a translation retrieval framework based
on word graph representation to extract parallel sentence
pairs from the corpus and then built a translation retrieval
model based on bilingual nonparallel data [6]. Mangeot-
Nagata has argued that French-Japanese bilingually aligned
corpora and machine translation systems were logically
equally rare. )ey have built a high-quality and broad-
coverage dictionary available on the web. In order to update
these data, whose vocabulary may be very old, existing
electronic resources, such as Wikipedia, or Japanese-English
electronic resources can be reused, and the resulting re-
sources can be made available online for review and cor-
rection by voluntary contributors. First, Japanese bilingual
dictionaries (printed or electronic) and their historical
evolution were taken stock of. )en, the resource to be built
was described. )e next part involved the conversion of the
three sources, followed by several error corrections for
French and Japanese. Finally, the resource was published on
a website built around the Jibiki platform, allowing online
viewing and editing of articles, and also providing a French-
Japanese bilingual corpus and active reading mode [7]. )e
abovementioned literature has been relatively thorough in
research on scheduling joint optimization algorithm and
statistical machine translation and has certain guidance for
the following research.

)is paper mainly studies the related problems of ma-
chine translation of scheduling joint optimization algorithm
in Japanese passive statistics. )e statistical machine
translation model is different from the traditional machine
translation model. It is based on the corpus, conducts
mathematical derivation and analysis of the survey to be
translated, and has integrated sentence features to achieve
accurate translation. Building a reasonable optimization
model is conducive to improving the quality of Japanese
passive translation, improving the utilization of internal
resource information of the system, and reducing the cost of
system maintenance and operation. Using the scheduling
joint optimization algorithm to optimize machine transla-
tion can effectively reduce translation time, improve
translation efficiency, and take into account the quality of
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translation. )e combination of corpus and big data can
reduce the complexity of translation work and provide
important technical support for machine translation. )is
paper proposes a statistical machine translationmodel that is
different from traditional machine translation models to
enrich the development of linguistics.

)e structure of this paper is mainly to briefly introduce
the scheduling joint optimization algorithm and, at the same
time, briefly introduce the Japanese passive classification and
statistical machine translation model. In the specific ex-
perimental process, the scheduling algorithm is applied to
Japanese passive statistics for simulation experiments. )e
experimental conclusions of this paper are obtained.

2. Machine Translation Method of Scheduling
Joint Optimization Algorithm in Japanese
Passive Statistics

2.1. Passive Classification of Japanese. )ere are many ways
to classify Japanese passives, which can be classified from
multiple perspectives. Classification according to the sen-
tence structure of Japanese articles can be divided into direct
passive and indirect passive [8]. Based on the emotional
tendencies of sentences, the direct passive can be divided
into sentient passive and ruthless passive. According to the
difference of the subject in the sentence, it can be divided
into the passive that expresses people and the passive that
expresses objects. According to whether there is a beneficial
relationship in the sentence, it can be divided into the passive
dynamic of interest and the passive dynamic of non-
interested interest. Finally, according to the composition
structure of the sentence, it can be divided into direct and
indirect passive.

2.2. Statistical Machine Translation Model. Statistical ma-
chine translation is a type of machine translation, and it is
also a method with better performance in machine trans-
lation in nonlimited fields. Statistical machine translation is
a method based on parallel corpora. It has used mathe-
matical derivation to perform statistical analysis on the
content of the corpus, built a statistical translation model,
and then used this model for translation [9]. Statistical
machine translation methods have attracted more and more
attention due to their rigorous mathematical derivation,
good model consistency, automatic learning, and strong
robustness. )e early word-based machine translation has
transitioned to phrase-based translation and is incorpo-
rating syntactic information to further improve translation
accuracy. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the statistical
machine translation model.

2.2.1. Noise Channel Model. )e noise channel model is
assumed to be obtained after channel coding the noise
generated during the transmission of information in the
language. )e properties of the source language and the
target language can be known through the channel model.
According to the calculation rules of the known noise
channel, the probability of the target language obtained in

the source language is obtained, which is beneficial to
translation, and the best translation result can be ob-
tained, which can be obtained according to the channel
model:

r � argmax
r∈r∗

w(r | k). (1)

Using Bayesian formula, given the value k, formula (1)
can also be converted to

r � argmax
r∈r∗

w(r | k) � argmax
r∈r∗

w(k | r)w(r)

w(k)
� argmax

r∈r∗
w(k | r)w(r).

(2)

)e statistical machine translation model consists of
two parts, the translation model and the language model of
the representation. Among them, the translation model
mainly reflects the correspondence between the vocabulary
of the source language and the target language, and the
language model represents the characteristics of the lan-
guage itself [10]. )e translation model guarantees the
meaning of the translation, and the language model
guarantees the smoothness of the translation. Machine
translation can be regarded as a process of information
transmission, and machine translation is interpreted
according to the source-channel model. )e noise channel
model is a suitable method for the vast majority of language
models.

According to the translation model proposed by experts,
the calculation formula of translation probability is

w(k | r) � w(k, t | r). (3)

In the translation model, the relationship between the
passive and the sentence can be expressed as

w(k | r) � 
(i,j)∈t

w ki, rj .
(4)

In formula (4), i,j represents a link in the sentence that is
dynamically aligned in the word. )e translation probability

Sentence aligned
bilingual text

alignment

Aligned bilingual
dependency tree

train

Headword transcription
machine model

translateSource text Translation

Figure 1: Workflow of a statistical machine translation model.
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here is between words and not between positions. If a po-
sition is added to the entry, the formula is as follows:

w(k | r) � 
(i.j)∈t

w ki, rj w(i, j, K, L).
(5)

Among them, K and L are the sentence lengths of the
source and target languages, respectively, and i and j rep-
resent links in the sentence.

In statistical machine translation models, the word
alignment with the highest probability can be expressed as

t � argmax
t

wβ(k, t | r). (6)

A noise model is not suitable for all machine translations.
In the noise model, its important role is the word alignment
function. In the current machine translation, the parallel
corpus word alignment method is mostly used [11].)emore
parallel corpora in the system model, the higher the re-
quirements for system translation. However, the accuracy of
word alignment is still lacking. )e accuracy of Chinese
machine translation lags behind other languages, and the
error rate of word alignment technology has always been high.

2.2.2. Discriminant Model. Unlike noisy channel models,
discriminative models are primarily based on data analysis.
It does not use Bayesian formulas or assumptions but divides
and translates passive sentences or words in the form of
feature functions.

)e characteristic function in the model framework is
expressed as

gn(r, k), n � 1, · · · , N. (7)

)e formula obtained after parameterisation is

W(r | k) �
exp 

N
n�1 zngn(r, k) 

r∗ exp 
N

n�1
zngn(r, k) 

.
(8)

According to the weight of the feature function, the
estimated value of the model is used as a parameter set, the
system is given a source passive sentence, and the decision
criterion for the best translation is obtained. )e decision
criterion for the best translation is to find the solution with
the largest characteristic function.

r � argmax
r∗

w(r∗ , k){ } � argmax
r∗



N

n�1
zngn(r∗ , k)

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭.

(9)

According to the joint optimization method, if the ob-
jective evaluation criterion is used as the optimization goal,
the result is

z � argmax
z∗
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (10)

Finally, the model is converged and decoded. In the
Japanese passive statistical machine translation model, the
corresponding passive parameters and the parameters to be
translated are trained to form the search results with the
maximum probability. If different types of passives are
decoded, the optimal path for translation is finally formed
[12].

2.3. Scheduling Joint Optimization Algorithm

2.3.1. Channel Model. )e channel model uses a pattern to
represent the network topology. )e network topology
consists of router rendezvous points, collections with
gateway functions, and collections of node wireless links.
Within transmission range, the wireless link can receive the
node’s transmission, which indicates that the link is valid.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the channel model.

Assuming that the transmission range between nodes in
the model is the same, there are both wireless links and
reverse links between the two nodes in the link during the
transmission process, and the channels used are mainly
single-channel and single-transceiver. To simplify the cal-
culation, assuming that all routing nodes use the same power
spectral density Q to send signals, the power propagation
gain model is

Yi,j � M · log2 1 +
Ri,j · G

λ
 . (11)

M is the available bandwidth of channel Y and λ is the
noise power spectral density.

2.3.2. Interference Model. Interference between wireless
links can be divided into primary interference and secondary
interference. For any two different edges (i, j) and (k, l) in E,
if there are i≠ k, i≠ l, j≠ k, j≠ l, then the fundamental in-
terference does not exist in (i, j) and (k, l) do not exist; that is,
the fundamental interference limits multiple transmissions,
multiple receptions, and simultaneous transmission and
reception. )e two interference models are introduced
separately as follows [13].

For secondary interference, it is usually described by
protocol interference model or physical interference model.
At some time t, receiving node j treats all other sending
nodes except sending node i as interfering nodes.)e signal-
to-interference-noise ratio at the receiving node is calculated
by the interfering node and compared with the threshold to
judge whether it can be successfully received. In the physical
interference model, the minimum signal-to-interference-to-
noise ratio that ensures correct reception by the receiver
needs to be defined first as the decision threshold.

In the protocol interference model, the interference
between nodes or links is defined as a state parameter with a
value of 0/1. Each node has the same transmit power, so all
nodes have the same maximum transmission distance. For
the interference distance, θ is the interference factor, usually
1≤ θ ≤ 3. All nodes within the maximum transmission
distance can communicate directly, and all sending nodes
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within the interference distance will interfere with the node’s
reception. Under the protocol interference model, two links,
(i, j) and (k, l), interfere with each other when one of the
following two situations occurs:

(1) (i, j)∩ (k, l)≠φ; that is, the two wireless links have a
common node.

(2) j≤ Ir or dk, j≤ Ir; that is, the interference range of the
sending node of one link includes the receiving node
of the other link.

If two links interfere with each other, they cannot be
simultaneously active for data transmission. Figure 3 can be
used to illustrate the limitations of mutual interference
between links under the protocol interference model. If
node 1 transmits data to node 2, other nodes that would
interfere with node 2 cannot send data. Because node 2 is
within the interference range of node 3 and node 5, re-
spectively, neither node 3 nor node 5 can transmit data.
Consider another scenario, if node 3 sends data to node 4,
because node 6 is not within the interference range of node
3, node 5 can use channel 1 to send data to node 6 at the
same time. In wireless networks, when the path fading
index β is greater than 2, the protocol interference model
can be basically equivalent to the physical interference
model.

2.3.3. Scheduling Model. Any two links can be activated to
transmit data at the same time only if they do not interfere
with each other; otherwise, the corresponding data trans-
mission will fail. )e set of links that can be activated si-
multaneously at any given time is called Concurrent
Transmission mode (CTS). A concurrent transfer mode, in
which no further concurrent links can be added, is called a
maximally concurrent set. )e scheduling model diagram is
shown in Figure 4.

According to the transmission modes described above,
all concurrent modes are set as a set, which grows expo-
nentially with the number of links [14]. In the model,
variables were introduced and disabled to reduce the cal-
culation error of the model, and whether the link in the
model China is activated during the transmission process
was observed. If the aggregate link is 1 during transmission,
it means that the link is active, and if it is 0, it means it is not
active. If two links interfere with each other but cannot be
activated at the same time, where K is used to represent the
interfering link set, then the result is

m
n
i,j + m

n
k,λ ≤ 1Λ(i, j) ∈ E,Λ(k, λ) ∈ Y(i,j). (12)

It is assumed that, in a scheduling period, the system
allocates a dedicated time segment Ts for each different

transmission mode, and each transmission mode can only
transmit data in its own dedicated time segment [15]. )e
length of the time slice may be 0. If, in a certain scheduling
period, the time segment allocated by the system to a certain
transmission mode is 0, it means that all links corresponding
to this transmission mode cannot be activated to transmit
data in this scheduling period.

)e activation test is performed on the abovementioned
traditional transmission mode, and the intrascheduling
period of the link is adjusted to obtain the total activation
time. )e formula is

θi,j � 
n∈N

Wn · m
n
i,j,Λ(i, j) ∈ E. (13)

2.3.4. Business Flow Model. To optimize the throughput of
data flowing from the router node to the gateway node, the
optimization problem of the downstream data flow can be

Channel
Input quantity

(random process)

Input/output statistical relationship

Output
(random process)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the channel model.
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Figure 3: Example of interlink interference.

Worker NodeWorker Node Worker Node

Job info

Schedule info

Figure 4: Decentralized scheduling model.
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obtained by simply modifying the algorithm. Furthermore,
although in practical systems, the transmission interval is
usually divided into time slots, and information is trans-
mitted in the form of data packets, if the duration of the time
slot is small enough, and a transmission interval can contain
multiple time slots, the data transmitted in the form of data
packets can be regarded as a bit stream [16].

t)e multisession (Multisession) business flowmodel was
used to describe the multipath routing of business data flow
through the network. )e business data flow sent from the
source node to the gateway node was called a session (session)
and is identified by its source node. In a multihop network,
the source node often needs to pass through multiple in-
termediate nodes to transmit data to the destination node
[17]. In addition, if each session adopts a single path, it will not
be able to take advantage of the load balancing advantage of
the multihop network, so we assume that the data traffic flow
of the same session can reach the destination node through
multipath routing. )e data flow of the data flow sent by the
source node c to the gateway node is the data flow of the link
(i, j), where Uc represents the bandwidth requirement sent by
the node c to the gateway node.

(1) )e amount of data flowing from source node c to
the gateway and the amount of data of service flows
related to c, the sum of which must be equal to the
total bandwidth requirement Uc of node c:


t∈Q,(c,t)∈E

k
c
v,t � Uc,Λc ∈ Vr. (14)

(2) To avoid loops, any traffic flow on the link to source
node c related to c must be equal to 0:

k
c
i,v � 0,Λ(i, c) ∈ E,Λc ∈ Ur. (15)

(3) At the gateway node, since the gateway node is
connected to the wired network and does not pro-
vide relays for the flow of other nodes, all traffic flows
out of the gateway node must be equal to 0:

k
c
i,j � 0,Λ(i, j) ∈ E,Λi ∈ Ug. (16)

(4) At the relay node, the traffic flow of all nonlocal
nodes must satisfy the flow conservation law; that is,
the total amount of business flows flowing into the
other node of the relay node must be equal to the
total amount of business flows flowing out of the
other node of the relay node:


i∈Ur,(i,j)∈E

k
c
i,j − 

h∈Ur(j,h)∈F
k

c
j,h � 0.

(17)

(5) )e sum of all traffic flows through a link (i, j) cannot
exceed the physical capacity of the link multiplied by
the total activation time of the link in the scheduling
period:


c∈Ur

k
c
i,j ≤ βi,j · Ai,j,Λ(i, j) ∈ E. (18)

)e total throughput of the system is defined as the ratio
of the total uplink data of all router nodes in a certain time
interval (e.g., a scheduling period) to the total transmission
time, such as system activation time, allocated to each rel-
evant node for transmitting these data [18]. Obviously, given
the uplink traffic (i.e., bandwidth requirements) to each
router node, if the system activation time is shorter, the total
system throughput will be larger; that is, the system per-
formance will be better. )erefore, the optimization goal is
to minimize the system activation time under the premise of
meeting the bandwidth requirements of all nodes in the
network. )erefore, the optimization problem can be for-
mulated as

min 
c∈C

Rc. (19)

2.3.5. Column Generation Algorithm. )e column genera-
tion algorithm is a decomposition technique used to solve
large linear programming and integer linear programming
problems with many variables [19]. )e column generation
algorithm decomposes a linear programming problem into a
restricted master problem and a slave problem (the pricing
problem). )e column here refers to the column vector of
the constraint matrix of the linear programming problem.
Initially, the master problem contains only a subset of the
column space, and then the slave problems are solved to
determine whether the master problem can be expanded by
adding columns to obtain a better solution and by iterating
betweenmaster and slave problems until the master problem
contains all the columns for which the optimal solution is
obtained. A brief flowchart of the column generation al-
gorithm is shown in Figure 5.

For the linear optimization problem studied in this
chapter, a column in the column generation algorithm
corresponds to a certain concurrent transmission mode s, so
the restricted main optimization problem is formulated as
follows:

min 
c∈C0

Rc. (20)

Here the concurrent transmission mode set S0 is a subset
of the set S. In order to simplify the initialization of the
concurrent transmission mode set S0, it can be selected to
include L (number of links) concurrent transmission modes
at the beginning, and each concurrent transmission mode
only contains a corresponding link. In this way, by solving
the restricted main optimization problem, the optimal so-
lution corresponding to the concurrent transmission set S0
and the dual variable Pi, j of the main optimization problem
can be obtained.)en, it needs to be determined whether the
main optimization problem can be reoptimized by adding a
new concurrency mode to S0. )is is equivalent to a con-
current transmission mode s, whose corresponding activa-
tion time Ts has a negative cost reduction for the existing
concurrent transmission mode set. Let RCs be the reduced
cost of concurrent transmission mode s. According to the
duality property of linear programming, there is
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WHc � 1 − 
(i,j)∈E

Qi,jk
c
i,jHi,j. (21)

Obviously, to make the cost value smaller, the maximum
value is required, and as long as the value is negative, it
means that the original optimization problem can be further
optimized after adding the corresponding concurrent
transmissionmode.)us, the optimization problem (pricing
problem) can be expressed as

max 
(i,j)∈E

Qi,jk
c
i,jHi,j. (22)

2.3.6. Maximal Clique Optimization Algorithm. )e optimal
result can be obtained by using the column generation al-
gorithm, but when it is applied to this optimization problem,
the optimization solution of the pricing problem is a 0-1
integer programming, which is still a NP-hard problem.
)erefore, the operation time will be too long, when the
network size is slightly enlarged [20]. In graph theory, a
clique refers to a subset of the vertex set of a graph so that its
derived subgraphs are all complete graphs. If a clique is not a
subset of any other clique, the clique is called maximal
group. )e clique with the largest number of vertices in a
graph is called the maximal clique of the graph. According to
the problem, an optimization algorithm based on maximal
clique search has been proposed, which has greatly improved
the efficiency of translation optimization. In vectorless
graphs, the maximal clique optimization algorithm is widely
used and is a research hotspot in search algorithms. If the
data in the process of statistical translation is too compli-
cated, it can be processed by dividing and conquering and
parallel computing methods according to the characteristics
of different types of data information of Japanese passive.

Optimization studies were performed on statistical
machine translation models. )e details are as follows.
According to the previous optimization conditions, com-
bined with the wireless link model, the wireless link inter-
ference graph was constructed. )e complementary graph
was obtained from the link interference graph, which is an
undirected graph, and then the improved BK algorithm was
used to search for the complementary graph. )e maximal
clique of the graph, and all maximally concurrent transfer
modes in the system were updated. )e transfer mode was
substituted into the optimization problem of the statistical
machine translation model to solve. It should be pointed out
here that the subset of any maximal transmission mode is
not listed, and the activation of a subset can be replaced by
the activation of a maximal transmission mode that includes
the subset, which will not affect the optimized results. Every
nonmaximal concurrent transfer mode must be a subset of
some maximal concurrent transfer mode. For the constraint
expression in the original problem, using a maximal con-
current mode to replace one of its subconcurrent modes
means that the constraints are satisfied in the original linear
programming problem and have a larger feasible region, so
adding any subconcurrent transmission mode will not in-
crease the feasible region of the original optimization
problem. )erefore, the full enumeration of all concurrent
modes can be replaced by all the maximum concurrent
modes without reducing the feasible region of the optimi-
zation problem. In this way, the variables of 0-1 integers in
the original optimization problem can be eliminated. )e
mixed-integer linear programming of the original optimi-
zation problem is converted into a general linear pro-
gramming problem to solve so that the number of variables
in the optimization model is greatly reduced, and the op-
timization operation efficiency is greatly improved.

Solve the main
problem

Solve the pricing
problem

The Optimal target value for the
pricing problemis > 1?

The original problem
has to be solved

Add the new column
to the main question

Figure 5: Flowchart of the column generation algorithm.
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2.4. System Computing Capacity Scheduling Algorithm (CS).
Capacity Scheduler is a scheduling algorithm based on
multiuser environment developed by Yahoo. Its general
design idea is to divide multiple queues in the entire cloud
computing system, and these queues are also independent of
each other [6]. Compared with the FIFO job scheduling
method, the computing power scheduling algorithm has
made up for the shortcomings of its low resource utilization.
According to the nature of each queue, system resources are
allocated to each queue with a certain strategy, and the upper
and lower limits of resource allocation can be intelligently set
according to the classification and nature of the queue. For
the usage of resources in the queue, the scheduling algorithm
can set the usage by itself. )is is to prevent system resources
from being occupied for a long time and system resource
utilization being affected. In the process of machine
translation in Japanese passive statistics, the computing
power scheduling algorithm was used. When the computing
nodes of various language types are idle, the system always
allocates computing resources to the queue with the lowest
proportion of resources first, which can reduce the number
of processes starved. In a queue, the scheduler always
schedules jobs in the queue according to the first-in, first-out
policy. However, it is also possible to set priorities for jobs in
the queue, and schedule them according to job priorities. At
the same time, in the computing power scheduling algo-
rithm, the resources of the system are flexible; that is, when
the resources of a certain queue have remaining after
meeting its own needs, these remaining resources can be
allocated to other queues for use.

)e characteristics of the computing power scheduling
algorithm are as follows:

(1) Capacity guarantee: )e scheduler will set the
minimum lower limit and the maximum upper limit
of the resource ratio for each queue according to the
job characteristics of each queue so as to ensure the
normal execution of the jobs of each queue.

(2) Flexibility: )e resources of the system are flexible.
When resources in the system need to be moved,
these resources will be returned to the queue from
the queue that borrows resources to ensure the
normal execution of tasks in the queue.

(3) Support priority: )e scheduler schedules jobs in the
queue according to the time-critical order of tasks in
the system and executes tasks with earlier submission
times first. Statistical machine translation methods
have attracted more and more attention due to their
rigorous mathematical derivation, good model
consistency, automatic learning, and strong
robustness.

(4) Multiple tenancy: )e queues on the entire system
and the jobs in each queue run independently in
parallel, and the system can set certain constraints.
)e purpose of this is to prevent a job, a user, or a
queue from occupying system resources for a long
time, resulting in slower system response and un-
balanced and wasteful resources.

(5) Support resource-intensive jobs: )e system’s re-
source requirements for jobs are incrementally re-
served. When a task requires more resources, the
system will meet the needs of the task by incremental
reservation according to the task requirements. By
limiting the queue and user resources in the system,
the computing power scheduling algorithm logically
divides the entire system cluster into several sub-
clusters with relatively independent resources. )ese
subclusters actually share the resources in the larger
cluster, so they can share resources, improve re-
source utilization, and reduce operation and main-
tenance costs. However, currently the only resource
type supported is memory.

All in all, the computing power scheduling algorithm can
make up for the shortcomings of low computer utilization
and divide different types of passive Japanese into sub-
clusters of independent resources by restricting data queues
and user resources in the system. By utilizing resource
sharing in large clusters, resource utilization has been im-
proved and operation and maintenance costs have been
reduced.

2.5. System Resource Aware Scheduling Algorithm.
Although the computing power scheduling algorithm has
the advantages of reducing the low utilization rate of the
system and allocating resources to the system queue, it ig-
nores the competition between different resources [21]. Due
to the continuous increase of the processing power of the
CPU and the disk, the processing power of the node and the
disk access speed show a great difference. If the processing
power in the system is reduced, it will greatly slow down the
system’s machine translation work for Japanese passive
statistics and waste system resources [22]. Figure 6 shows the
algorithm flowchart.

Some experts have proposed a resource-aware sched-
uling algorithm for processing Japanese passive statistics of
machine translation and improving work efficiency. )is
algorithm is mainly used to solve the resource competition
relationship between different types of dynamic Japanese
translations in the system in a heterogeneous environment
[23]. )e main step of the algorithm is to schedule two
different types of passive dynamics[24]. )e node load in-
formation is sent to the system, and the system determines
the classification after analysis and then selects the appro-
priate task for scheduling. )is can not only shorten the
response time of the system, but also improve the utilization
of resources [25, 26].

3. Experiment and Destruction of Machine
Translationof Scheduling JointOptimization
Algorithm in Japanese Passive Statistics

3.1. Experimental Destruction of Scheduling Algorithms.
According to the actual situation of Japanese passive type,
this paper has analyzed the statistical machine translation
model for computing power and resource-aware scheduling
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algorithm experiments. )e two scheduling algorithms were
placed in a resource pool at the same time, the size and time
of the output data were compared, and the performance of
the two optimal scheduling algorithms was analyzed [27].
)e computer configuration required in the experiment is
shown in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 7, when all queues of the computing
power scheduling algorithm (CS) share a resource pool, the
performance of the computing power scheduling algorithm
(CS) is not as good as that of the resource-aware scheduling
algorithm. When the input data volume is 6GB, the cal-
culation time of the two algorithms differs by about 18 s.
Compared with the computing power scheduling algorithm,
the time of the resource-aware scheduling algorithm is re-
duced by 15.5%. Although the computing power scheduling
algorithm has multiple work queues, it is still a shared re-
source pool in terms of system resources. )erefore, each
queue does not have a separate resource pool, which will
cause queue resource competition and reduce scheduling
efficiency. As the amount of Japanese passive data increases,
the efficiency of the workload-aware scheduling algorithm

increases. )is is because with the increase of the number of
jobs, the total job processing time ratio of job type judgment
and job insertion operation continues to decrease, and jobs
of different load types make the operating load of the system
reach maximum. )e resource utilization of the system is
greatly improved, thereby reducing the running time of the
job.

In the case of the same amount of data, the time spent
processing the data has been reduced, which means that the
efficiency with which Japanese is dynamically translated has
been improved [28]. When the total amount of data is the
same, the comparison results of the accuracy of Japanese
dynamic machine translation after the two scheduling al-
gorithms are shown in Figure 8.

Among them, the total amount of data given by the
middle system of the two optimization algorithms each
accounts for 50% of the total amount of data. In order to
ensure the authenticity and accuracy of the experimental
data, multiple experiments were carried out on the ex-
perimental objects of the lock in the same environment,
and the final average of the completion time was obtained.

Task request

Determine whether
the team has new

tasks

Schedule the tasks with
CPU load according to
the scheduling strategy

Submit work node
for operation

Insert the subsequent tasks of the job
into the CPU load team according to
the historical information of the job

Record the type of
job

Submit work node
for operation

Analyze the operation results
according to the load type

judgment formula

End

Figure 6: Scheduling algorithm flow.
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)e experimental results have shown that the resource-
aware scheduling algorithm of the computing power
scheduling algorithm was more accurate than the com-
puting power scheduling algorithm in the Japanese passive
machine translation. When the total amount of data is 2 G,
4 G, and 6G, the accuracy rates of the resource-aware
scheduling algorithm are 23%, 38%, and 86%, respectively.
Under the premise of the same amount of data, it is 6%, 5%,
and 21% higher than the computing power scheduling
algorithm, respectively. It can be seen that the optimization
ability of the resource-aware scheduling algorithm is rel-
atively good, so it is suitable for the optimization calcu-
lation of machine translation in Japanese passive statistics.
In addition, it also includes gradient descent algorithm,

Newton’s method, and other algorithms with optimization
properties, which has certain significance for the analysis of
the experimental object.

3.2. Machine Translation Simulation Experiment of Sched-
uling Joint Optimization Algorithm in Japanese Passive
Statistics. According to the passive characteristics of Japa-
nese and the exponential increase in the number of decision
variables in the optimization problem in the statistical
machine translation model, when the optimization problem
reaches a certain scale, it is quite difficult to find the optimal
result due to the limitation of calculation conditions [29].
)is also accords with the characteristic that this
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Figure 7: Comparison of experimental results between resource perception and computing power scheduling algorithms.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the accuracy of Japanese dynamic machine translation under the optimization of two algorithms.

Table 1: Cluster configuration.

Node type CPU configuration Memory configuration (G) Disk read and write rate (M/s)
Master 2-Core i3 2.3G 6 190
Slave 1 4-Core i5 3.1 G 8 190
Slave 2 4-Core i5 3.1 G 8 190
Slave 3 4-Core i5 3.1 G 4 190
Slave 4 2-Core i5 3.1 G 4 190
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optimization problem is NP-hard in nature. In this paper,
the column generation algorithm and the maximal clique
algorithm proposed in the above optimization algorithm
have been used to make an experimental analysis on the
optimization problem of Japanese passive in the statistical
machine model. )e application of this model has a certain
complexity, so this paper optimizes the statistical machine
translation model and simplifies the experimental process.
)e experimental results of optimization of 10 network
nodes in the statistical machine translation model are shown
in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the two algorithms have
the same optimization results when the demand is different.
When the optimization result is 94, the operation time of the
column generation algorithm is 173.99 s, and the operation
time of the largest group algorithm is 0.102 s; but when the
optimization result is 62, the operation time of the column
generation algorithm is 98.412 s, and the operation time of
the largest group algorithm is 0.080 s. )e operation time of
the maximal clique optimization algorithm is all less than 1,
which is much smaller than that of the column generation
algorithm. )is has fully proved the correctness and effec-
tiveness of the maximal clique algorithm for the optimi-
zation model of machine translation in Japanese passive
statistics.

4. Discussion

)is paper has mainly studied the machine translation of the
joint optimization algorithm for scheduling in Japanese
passive statistics.)e article has analyzed the channel model,
scheduling model, interference model, and business flow
model in detail and proposed a column generation algo-
rithm, a maximal clique algorithm, a system computing
power scheduling algorithm, and a resource-aware sched-
uling algorithm to optimize machine translation. In the
experimental process, this paper simulates and analyzes
statistical machine translation in combination with the
experimental damage of the scheduling algorithm and
adopts a shared resource platform to compare the output
data size and time of the two scheduling algorithms and
analyze the performance of the algorithm, and combined
with the passive characteristics of Japanese, the results of
optimization of 10 network nodes in the statistical machine

translation model are selected, and the conclusions of this
paper are finally drawn. Based on the proposed algorithm
model, the experiment on the performance of machine
translation has found that the resource-aware scheduling
algorithm was more efficient in allocating resources within
the system. )ese technical principles have provided a
theoretical basis for the machine translation work in Japa-
nese passive statistics. However, since there are not many
algorithms combined in this paper, there will be insufficient
data when performing machine translation of Japanese
passive statistics, so more scholars are needed to discuss and
study.

5. Conclusions

)is paper has improved the scheduling joint optimization
algorithm of the machine translation model and focused on
the analysis of the resource-aware scheduling algorithm, the
computing power scheduling algorithm, the column gen-
eration algorithm, and the maximal clique algorithm for the
optimization of Japanese passive in statistical machine
models. )e experimental results show that the accuracy of
the resource-aware scheduling algorithm for dynamic
translation optimization of Japanese was greater than that of
the computing power scheduling algorithm. When the data
volume is 2G, it is 6% higher; when it is 4G, it is 5% higher;
and when it is 6 G, it is 21% higher. At the same time, the
time spent has been reduced by 15.5%. It can be seen that the
optimization effect of the resource-aware scheduling algo-
rithm is better. According to the passive characteristics of
Japanese and the optimization conditions in the machine
translation model, this paper has used the column gener-
ation algorithm and the maximal clique algorithm to con-
duct experimental analysis in the network nodes to find the
optimal optimization algorithm. )e experimental results
show that when the data is the same, the optimization results
of the two algorithms are the same. However, the operation
time of the maximal clique optimization algorithm is much
smaller than that of the column generation algorithm, which
fully proves the correctness and effectiveness of the maximal
clique algorithm for the optimization model of machine
translation in Japanese passive statistics. Machine transla-
tion is a focus in the future. )is paper combines Japanese
passive statistics with a large number of scheduling

Table 2: Experimental results of optimization of 10 network nodes in a statistical machine translation model.

Simulation serial number
Column generation algorithm Maximum group algorithm

Operation time (s) Optimization result (time slot) Operation time (s) Optimization result (time slot)
1 173.99 94 0.102 94
2 203.80 89 0.080 89
3 195.17 66 0.081 66
4 198.56 85 0.090 85
5 171.23 74 0.080 74
6 188.65 74 0.080 74
7 206.43 90 0.075 90
8 88.948 41 0.110 41
9 208.946 75 0.080 75
10 98.412 62 0.080 62
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optimization algorithms, which brings a more meaningful
reference direction for the development of machine
translation.
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